Abstract. The thermistor problem is modeled as a coupled system of nonlinear elliptic equations. When the conductivity coefficient a(u) vanishes (u = temperature) one of the equations becomes degenerate; this situation is considered in the present paper. We establish the existence of a weak solution and, under some special Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, analyze the structure of the set {a(u) = 0} and also prove uniqueness.
1. Introduction. A thermistor is an electric circuit device made of ceramic material whose electrical conductivity a(u) decreases several orders of magnitude as the temperature u increases beyond a critical temperature u . Denote by Q the domain in occupied by the thermistor, by cp the electric potential, and by k -k(u) the thermal conductivity. Then where equation (1.1) was used in deriving the last equation in (l.la). Since k(u) varies only slightly with u, we shall assume in the sequel that k(u) = 1 ; all our results, however, extend to general k = k(u). Equation (l.la) then becomes V(Vm + a(u)(p^7tp) -0 in Q, (1.2) or V2» + ct(w)|V^|2 = 0 inQ. (1.3) For the physical background of the thermistor problem and some explicit solutions we refer to [1] , [9] , [10] , [11] , and the references therein. There has been recent mathematical interest in the problem in case o(u) is uniformly positive; see [2] , [3] , [4] , [7] , [8] . Cimatti and Prodi in [2] and Cimatti in [3] considered the Dirichlet boundary conditions for both (p and u and proved existence of a solution. In [4] Cimatti extended the existence result to the case where cp = <p°, u -u° onrD, r^cdQ, d1> n du n r -in\r -= 0, ^-=o onryv = dQ\ro.
An important observation by Diesselhorst [5] that the function 1 2 fu ds 1"2*+LW) ° '5) satisfies the equation V(it(«)V^) = 0 inQ, (1.6) plays a crucial role in the papers [3] , [4] , In the special case td = r, u r2, <p = <p,, u = on r(, u = u on rD, -+ yu = g0 on dQ\ro .
In this paper we are interested in the case where o(u) vanishes for large u, i.e., a{u) > 0 if u < u*, ct(m) = 0 if u > u* (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) for some constant u*. This provides a good approximation to the actual engineering model of thermistors, whereby the conductivity o(u) drops to nearly 0 beyond some critical temperature u*. We shall be working with the boundary conditions (1.4). In Sec. 2 we approximate a{u) by a family of uniformly positive functions o£(u) and review the existence proof of a solution (<p u ). We also derive a priori estimates independent of e . In particular, we prove that ivc.wi' < c (U0»
In Sec. 3 we define the concept of a weak solution (<p, u) for (1.1), (1.2), (1.4) and prove that a subsequence of (tp , ue) converges to a weak solution.
In Sec. 4 we specialize to the boundary conditions (1.7) and prove additional properties of (<p, u). In particular, a(u(x)) is a continuous function, the level surface S = {x£fl; a{u{x)) = 0} is piecewise analytic (analytic if N = 2), and (p{x) is continuous in Q\S with jump discontinuity across S. We also prove uniqueness.
Finally, in Sec. 5 we consider special solutions with boundary conditions of the form (1.8) for which the set {a(u(x)) -0} has nonempty interior.
2. The approximating problem. For simplicity we take u = 0 in (1.9). We shall assume that 0 < a(u) < M if u < 0, and o{u) = 0 ifw>0, a € C°(-oo, oo), cr e C1 (~~oo, 0), (2.1) |<t'(m)| < Mq( 1 + |«|~a) if u < 0, for some a e ^0, ; (2.2) this implies that for u < 0,
We introduce a family of smooth functions er£(w) (0 < £ < 1) which approximate a(u) as e -> 0, each uniformly positive: e < olu) < 2M Vw, We also take the tr£ to satisfy l<7e'(w)| < 2M0(1 + \u\~a) Vw, (2.5) with the same a as in (2.2). We assume that d£l is piecewise Cl+<5 for some 0 < S < 1 , and that dTD is piecewise Cl+S . We also assume that the boundary data <p°, u° can be extended into Q so that H^°llz.00(n) < 00' ^|v/|2<oc, (2 
we can rewrite (2.11)-(2.14) in the form Further, multiplying the equations for tp and y/ by (p-cp° and y/ -y/® respectively, and integrating over Q, we find that
where C£ is a constant independent of (p , y/ . It follows that T maps L2(Q)xL2(Q) into a compact set, and one can easily verify that T is also continuous. Hence, by Schauder's fixed point theorem, T has a fixed point (<pE, y/e), which yields via (2.15) a solution {<pe, ue) to (2.11)-(2.14). By elliptic estimates (see, for instance, [6]) we have that <pe, y/e belong to Cp(£i) for some p e (0, 1) and therefore uE is also in the same Cp class. Using this fact we can deduce from (2.16), (2.17) that (p , y/f. belong to C'+/,(f2), and then also u£ e Cl+/,(£2). By the same bootstrap argument one can proceed to show that (pe and ue belong to C°°(Q). The proof of the last assertion of the lemma is obtained by a similar argument. Remark 2.1. The assumption (2.5) was not used in the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
To prove (2.24) and (2.26) we multiply both sides of (2.12) by f{u ) -f{u°) and
Using the Schwarz inequality on the first integral on the right-hand side, we obtain n'/..0\2 V7,/°I2 _i_ rii ft,, \ _ , 
and |f'(u )| < C since u < -ct < 0. Since f\u£) > 1, the assertion (2.26) follows.
3. Existence of a weak solution. Consider (1.1), (1.3). Using the formula o{u)V<p = V(a(u)<p) -tpVa , we can rewrite these equations formally as Remark 3.1. By the trace theorem, all the functions in (3.7) are well defined. The trace of <p may not be defined, so we have used the trace of a(u)<p instead.
Remark 3.2. Equations (3.5), (3.6) for all £ e mean the same thing as the equations (3.1), (3.2) (which are a weak form of (1.1), (1.3) ). The additional On the other hand, from (3.11) and the uniform boundedness of the <pE we have that h = 0 a.e. in Q0 , and so h = ocp a.e. on Q0 . Thus h = o(u)<p a.e. in Q (3.13)
and similarly g = a(u)cp2 a.e. in Q. (3.14)
Clearly (by the trace theorem) also u -u° = 0 onQfl, h -a(u°)<p° = 0 onro.
To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to show that (<p, u) satisfies (3.5), (3.6). These equations of course hold for (<pg, ue), so that it only remains to justify the passage to the limit. so that u < 0 a.e. 4 . Additional properties of weak solutions. In this section we specialize to the boundary conditions (1.7) (with < 0, u2< 0) and derive more specific properties of the weak solution; we shall also prove a uniqueness theorem. Except for the proof of uniqueness we shall not actually need the assumption (2.2). From now on we shall assume, in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, that a satisfies (2.2). Then, by Theorem 3.1, (<p, u) is a weak solution, as defined in Sec. 3. Therefore (3.5), (3.6) hold.
We wish to prove (under some assumptions) uniqueness of the weak solution. In general, a weak solution may not be unique. For instance, if o{u) vanishes on a nonempty open set (examples will be given in Sec. 5), then by modifying (p in this set we get another weak solution.
Let {<p, iy) be a weak solution of (1.1), (1.3), (1.7). We shall make several assumptions: One can now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, and derive for cp a nonlinear elliptic equation: V(a{tp)V(p) = 0 with a(<p) defined as in (4.14). But then tp must coincide with the function (p which was obtained in Theorem 4.1. Since (p is uniquely determined, also u is uniquely determined. 
-y
One may perceive (x, u0(y)) as a weak solution in a rectangle £2, with boundary conditions^ = 0 on the horizontal edges of <9Q, on ---0 on the vertical edges of <9Q, dn and <p = <p0, u = uQ (suitable functions) on the remaining edges. In the above example the set {a{u) = 0} is a strip {-/i < y < 0}; (5.9) the boundary conditions are of course not of the form (1.7) (or even (1.4) ).
In case a ± 0, for the corresponding solution of (5.2) the set {o(u) = 0} has measure zero, in general.
Let f{z) = fx{x, y) + if2{x, y) (z = x + iy) be any holomorphic function. It was observed by Howison [8] that solutions to the thermistor problem are invariant under conformal mappings of the independent variable. Thus, in particular, the pair <p = f\{x,y), u = U0{f2(x, y)), where uQ is defined by (5.8) , is a solution of the thermistor problem, and {a{u) = 0} has nonempty interior.
